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The ryo-ritsu scales of the Edo period and the restoration of saibara
ENDŌ Tōru
The songs called saibara which were popular in Imperial Cour t society of the Heian era declined and 
disappeared in the Middle Ages. Six pieces of saibara (four r yo songs, and two ritsu songs) were revived in 
the Edo era by studying the old scores, and these are in the current reper tor y of gagaku. However, the 
reconstruction of the Edo era could not reproduce the ancient cour t songs of Japan of the Heian era correctly 
and it was incomplete. Above all, it may be said that the biggest problem is the melodic aspect, where r yo 
becomes ritsu, and r yo cannot be distinguished from ritsu. In this paper, I consider this problem from the 
perspective of the change of the musical structure of r yo and ritsu from the Kamakura period. Secondly, I 
consider the possible role of the Nativist (kokugaku) thought in the background of the revival of saibara.
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